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Abstract. The article discusses the impact of the
agrarometeorological conditions on the state of soil and
the processes connected with soil tillage and crop sowing. It determines agrotechnological reasons of technological adapting of these operations to enviromental
conditions. It sets the terms of qualitative modifications
in soil under the impact of agrometeorological conditions within spring and summer-autumn periods
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SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
Agrometeorological conditions infuence the fields
soils and hence, cause modifications of the terms of perfoming soils tillage and crop sowing operations. This
phenomenon objectively predetermines the need in
technological adaptation to the state of objects of labour
both in spring and in summer-autumn periods. Therefore, to perform crop sowing operations in time one
should employ the adaptive complex of specific machines. Current methods and models of studying efficiency of such complex, unfortunantely, do not allow to
calculate systemic and event peculiarities of their functioning and, hence, they need some improvements.
RECENT RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
ANALYSIS
Our research established the fact that the current
methods and models of determining parameters of machine complexes at agrarian enterprises are based upon
the standard needs in machinery [7, 12, 19] unich, unfortunately, do not allow to estimate adequately the efficiency of adaptive technological systems employed in
crop growing [6].

OBJECTIVES
The article is aimed at generalization of the results
of studing the influence of agrometeorological conditions on physical and mechanical state of soils and
terms of performing soil tillage and sowing operations.
MAIN PRESENTATION
A vital requirement for efficient mechanized growing of crops is their timely providing with sound soil
conditions for germination and young growth [8, 10].
One may guarantee such conditions by means of mechanized operations influencing the soil structure, density,
weeds, hymidity, etc. A particular function here is performed by the natural (physical, chemical and biological) processes which have a serious effect on the agrometeorological conditions of a sigle season. Coming
from the said above, agrarian enterprises have to monitor the objects of operations [1] and agrometeorological
conditions. They also have to forecast their development
to be able to take reasonable decisions concerning
mechanized operations and modifying soil state – from
one to another. The soil humidity is known to influence
the qualitative indices of some field operations, in particlular, soil tillage and sowing. The mentioned above operations should be performed when soil is in the state of
physical maturity and (embrittlement and mixing of
soils) [2].
On the other hand, crops also have their specific
requirements to quantative indices of performing sowing layer, sowing operations[10] and terms of preparing
these operations[2, 4, 6]. In case these objective requirements are not satisfied because of the unqualitative
and ill-timed operations, the crops will get low yields
and, hence, the total output will suffer of technological
losses.
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Winter finishing and soils drying up provoke the
need in starting spring field operations of soil tillage and
sowing [4] which should be completed till the moment
of formulating necessary hydrothermical conditions
within the sowing layer to start crop sowing [10, 11].
The time period between the mentioned above events
determines the naturally established fund of time (tвnз)
for spring field operations. For summer-autumn period
fund of time (tonз) is caused by the terms of finishing
harvesting operatins of the predecessor and finishing
physical maturity of soil in the early winter period. In
additon, rainfalls lead to extra-humidity which causes
stopping field operations and cutting the fund of time
tnз. Because of variability of agrometeorological conditions , time of the pointed out operations proved to be a
probable quantity within the calendar period and causes
stochasticity of the fund of time tnз.
The soil state (its moisture, plants remains in structure, etc) and duration of the fund of time tnз influence
the content of operations within spring and summerautumn periods.In particular, the early spring dictates
the need in performing the additional operation called
“moisture blocking”.
Under conditions of medium and late terms of
spring it is mostly unreasonable to perform this operation in growing early and medium spring crops because
in such situation it is preferable to carry out presowing
tillage of soil and not to be late with crop sowing. Under
conditions of early spring one must repeat weeding operation( cultivation with harrowing ) when planning to
sow late spring crops. In the case of late spring one
should prepare the soil for such crops growing by means
of pre-saw tillage. Long intervals of rainy weather during summer-autumn season and early winter cause incompletion of field jobs and dictate the needs in correcting the content of spring field operations of the next
year.
The agrarian enterprises, thus, should possess
complexes of machines giving the opportunity to be
adapted to the variability of the state of the objects of
labour (the sowing layer of soil) and , in particular, to
the fund of time tnз. Such adaptive complex of machines is aimed at timely sowing of crops into sound
soils both in spring and summer-autumn periods.
However, to illustrate the specific characteristics of
adaptive technological systems of agrarian enterprises in
the corresponding simulation models and to study the
parameters of the systemic efficiency of adoptive complex of machines one should employ specific methods
and models [3, 18, 20] allowing to points out the specific impact of the enviromental conditions on the content
and course of jobs. One of the stages of carrying out this
task is studying and formalization of characteristics of
the influence of agrometeorological conditions on the
soil state which, in its turn, influences the terms of accompanied performing soil tillage and sowing operations.
System and event analysis of the mentioned above
processes prove that these characteristics can be accompanied by the following parameters: 1) time of the start
of physical maturity of soils in spring period; 2) time of
completion of this maturing in autumn period; 3) dura-

tion of fine and rainy weather intervals for each of the
periods.
Thus, having the retrospective data base of meteorological stations concerning the terms of the mentioned
above events, we get the possibility of constucting variational series of empirical quantities.
Their procession by means of methods of mathematical statistics gives the opportunity to ground the
theoretical laws of distributing corresponding indices
and, in such a way, to reflect their time characteristics in
statistical simulation model of functional technological
systems of soils tillage and sowing.
The terms of mentioned above events were determined coming from the data of Volodymyr-Volynskyi
meteorological station (Vohlyn region). Having used the
information from the accounts (TSH-1, KM-1) of daily
observation of atmospherical phenomena and the state
of moistering of the upper soil layer (on the depth of 02, 2-10sm) [5, 6, 9] we formulated the base of initial data of observation (for the period of 45 years) – 19632008.
Having used methods of mathematical statistics we
made up the following distributions [13, 14]: 1) time
(τφn) of the start of physical soil maturity in spring period (Fig. 1); (Fig. 2) duration of fine (tnn) (Table) and
rainy (tnn) (Table) intervals for spring (March1-June 5)
and summer-autumn periods (Sept.1 - Dec.20); 3) time
(τφз) of comletition of physical maturity of soil in autumn period (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Histogram and theoretic curve of distributing time of physical maturity of soil in spring period
We found, in particular, that the distribution τφn
(Table) is coordinated with the law of Laplas-Charlier.
The confidance interval τφn – 63…115 a day. Distribution τφз (Table) is coordinated with the normal distribution law [13], the confidence interval – 281…256 a day.
Distribution tnn, tнn (Table) for spring and summerautumn periods are coordinated with the law of Welbull
[14]. In particular, the confidence interval for the spring
period is 1…114 days and for the autumn season is
1…21 days. The confidence interval tнn for the spring
season is 1-10 days and for the autumn season – 1…14
days.
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TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS OF SOIL TILLAGE AND CROP SOWING
Thus, development of methods and models giving
the
opportunity to consider specific impact of agro0.30
meteorological conditions on the soil state and formulating naturally allowed fund of time for soil tillage and
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sowing operations is a vital stage in constructing specific simulation models of these operations.
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Then, coming from the grounding of the algorith of
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ing technological operations under diffirent agrometeorological conditions and unruled trends of their influ0.10
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ry out computer experiments and to determine a set of
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agro meteorological conditions as well as indices of
Fig. 2. Histogram and theoretic curve of distribadaptive complex of machines give the opportunity to
uting time of completion of time of physical maturity of
find the correlation allowing to achieve extremum of the
soil in summer-autumn period
functional efficiency.
Table. Diffirental functions and estimates of statistical characteristicas of distributions of random quantities.
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CONCLUSIONS

Stochasticity of agrometeorological conditions and
their impact on the soil state cause variability of naturally allowed fund of time and the way of performing soil
tillage and crop sowing operations. Analysis of the results of observing the upper layer of soil at Volodymyr
Volynskyi meteorological station by means of methods
of mathematical statistics gave the opportunities to
make a quantitive estimation of characteristics of the influence of agrometeorological conditions on the terms
of soil tillage and sowing operations of the corresponding period. Development of methods and models considering influence of agrometeorological conditions on
the calendar terms of the mentioned above jobs allows
to investigate characteristics and trends of variability of
the parameters of efficiency of adaptive technological
complexes of machines.
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